In this paper we describe a fully discrete quadrature method for the numerical solution of a hypersingular integral equation of the rst kind for the scattering of time-harmonic elastic waves by a cavity crack. We establish convergence of the method and prove error estimates in a H older space setting. Numerical examples illustrate the convergence results.
1 injective and in nitely di erentiable. By we denote the unit tangent vector to ? given by ( (t)) = j 0 (t)j ?1 0 (t) and by = Q the unit normal vector, where Q denotes the unitary matrix Q := 0 1
The two end points of the arc we denote by x 1 . Assume that the exterior of the crack is lled with an isotropic and homogeneous elastic medium with Lam e constants and satisfying > ? and > 0. Then the displacement eld u of the scattered wave is described by a solution of the Navier equation u + ( + ) grad div u + ! 2 u = 0 in IR 2 n ?; (1.1) where ! > 0 is the frequency. The total displacement eld is given by the superposition u + u i of the scattered eld u and the incident eld u i which we assume to be an entire solution of the Navier equation. For a cavity crack the total displacement has to satisfy the Neumann boundary condition T(u + u i ) = 0 on ? n fx 1 x ?1 g (1.2) with the traction operator T given by Tv := div v + 2 ( grad) v + div(Qv) Q : (1.3) In addition, to ensure uniqueness, the scattered eld u is required to satisfy the Kupradze radiation condition respectively. For regularity, we require u 2 C 2 (IR 2 n ?) such that u is bounded and the boundary condition (1.2) is satis ed in the sense lim h!0 T u(x + h (x)) + u i (x + h (x))] = 0 of locally uniform convergence for all x 2 ? n fx 1 x ?1 g. (Throughout the paper the function spaces such as C 2 (IR 2 n ?) and C(?) have to be understood as vector valued, i.e., u : IR 2 n ? ! C 2 and ' : ? ! C 2 .) Under these assumptions we have the following uniqueness result due to Wickham 21] (see also 10]).
2 Theorem 1.1 The direct scattering problem (1.1), (1.2), (1.4) has at most one solution.
Proof. Wickham 21] considered only the case of a straight crack. However, it is possible to extend Wickham's analysis to the case of arbitrarily shaped cracks. The proof makes use of Betti's integral theorem and the Kupradze radiation condition.
2
Wickham also obtained an existence result for a straight crack by using a modi ed Green's function approach that leads to an integral equation of the second kind. A weak solution approach in a Sobolev space setting via integral equations of the rst kind was described by Wendland and Stephan 20] . For a treatment of the Neumann boundary value problem for elastic waves by an integral equation of the second kind in the case of closed boundary curves we refer to Ahner and Hsiao 1] . For further related work on acoustic and elastic scattering from a crack in IR 2 we refer to 3, 9, 11, 12, 19] .
In our paper we reduce the boundary value problem (1.1), (1.2), (1.4) to an integral equation of the rst kind by seeking the solution in the form of an elastic double-layer potential. We decompose this integral equation into a hypersingular part given by the limiting static case and the remaining part given by the di erence between the timeharmonic and static case which contains only a logarithmic singularity. For the static hypersingular integral operator we make use of a Maue type transformation. Then, by using the cosine transformation introduced by Multhopp 16 ] and Yan and Sloan 22] for related potential theoretic problems we reduce the integral equation for a crack to an integral equation for a closed boundary curve making the existence analysis very concise.
For the numerical solution of the hypersingular integral equation and its error analysis we adopt the approach to the corresponding integral equations for the Neumann problem in the scalar case of the Helmholtz equation as described in detail in 6, 14] . It consists of a collocation method using trigonometric interpolation at an equidistant grid. Then the collocation method is made fully discrete by using product quadratures for the singular integrals which again are based on trigonometric interpolation. The error analysis of 6, 14] carries over to the present case.
Static double-layer potential
In the static case ! = 0, the fundamental solution to the Navier equation is given by 0 (x; y) := + 3 4 ( + 2 ) (x; y) I + + 
These relations now can be employed to deduce from (2.6), via the de nition (1.3), that
for x 2 ? n fx 1 x ?1 g and z = x + h (x) with su ciently small h. Now, rst performing an integration by parts in (2.9) (and using '(x 1 ) = 0) and then applying the jump relations for the gradient of acoustic and elastic single-layer potentials (see 2, 13]) yields the assertion.
2
We note that obviously (2.7) is also valid for the static double-layer potential on a closed contour. An analogous Maue type expression appeared in 17] (for the corresponding bilinear form) in a weak solution context.
In order to analyze the principal part of the integral operator on the right-hand side of (2.7) we use the parametric representation for ? and perform a further partial integration as follows. From (2.8) we deduce that
Hence, substituting x = (t); y = ( );
and performing a partial integration, in view of (2.7) we obtain for constant vectors a, from (2.1), (2.3), and (2.5) we nd that To take care of the logarithmic singularity of the Hankel functions we decompose ) d (3.9) for ?1 < t < 1. As in (2.10) we have set (t) := '( (t)) and the kernels are given by K 1 (t; ) := j 0 (t)j j 0 ( )j M 1 ( (t); ( )) K 2 (t; ) := j 0 (t)j j 0 ( )j f M( (t); ( )) ? K 1 (t; ) ln 2jt ? jg + K 0 (t; ) with K 0 as de ned in (2.11). Note that, due to the occurrence of the normal vectors (x) and (y), all the matrices W (k) j ( (t); ( )) contain a common factor j 0 (t)j j 0 ( )j] ?1 . The kernels K 1 and K 2 again can be shown to be in nitely di erentiable.
4 The hypersingular integral equation
For a continuous vector density ' satisfying '(x 1 ) = '(x ?1 ) = 0, the double-layer potential (3.1) is bounded on IR 2 . This follows from the regularity properties for the elastic double-layer potential (see 2]) by considering the arc ? as a subset of a closed contour and extending the density ' by zero outside of ?. Therefore, from our above analysis we can conclude the following theorem. From the jump relations for the elastic double-layer potential and the uniqueness Theorem 1.1 we can deduce that under the above regularity assumptions on ' the integral equation (4.1) has at most one solution.
To establish existence of a solution, in view of (3 .9) We summarize the above analysis, which also can be carried out in a Sobolev space setting, in the following theorem. . By rst approximating the integral operator A by the quadrature operator A n and then collocating the resulting equation with the aid of the trigonometric interpolation operator P n we arrive at the approximating equation U n + P n A n n = P n f (5.2) which we need to solve for an odd n 2 T n . In the derivation of (5.2) we used the fact that P n U n = U n for odd n 2 T n . Clearly, ( The error and convergence analysis is based on the estimate kP n ? k m; c ln n n`? m+ ? k k`; ; (5.4) for the trigonometric interpolation which is valid for 0 m `, 0 < < 1, and some constant c depending only on m;`; and (see 18], p. 78). It can be used to show that k(P n A n ? A) k m?1; c ln n n`? m+1 k k`; (5.5) for 1 m `, 0 < < 1 and some constantc. The proof of (5.5) given in 6] for the special case m =`= 1 can be extended to the general case. Therefore, from the Neumann series, we can conclude that for su ciently large n the operators U + P n A n : C m; odd 0; 2 ] ! C m?1; odd 0; 2 ] are invertible and the inverse operators are uniformly bounded. Then the error estimate (5.6) follows by writing n ? = (U + P n A n ) ?1 f(P n f ? f) + (A ? P n A n ) g and then using the uniform boundedness of the inverse operators, the estimates (5.4) and (5.5), and the fact that f = (U + A) . 2
We remark that for analytic arcs ? we can improve the above error estimate to the form k ? n k m; Ce ?qn for some constant q > 0 (see 6, 14] ), i.e., the error between the exact and the approximate solution decreases at least exponentially. In addition, following 4], Section 13.4, or 8], the error analysis can also be carried out in a Sobolev space setting.
Numerical examples
For a numerical example we consider the scattering of an elastic plane wave u i by an arc as illustrated in Fig. 1 and described by the parametrization Since there is no explicit solution available for elastic scattering by an arc, to check the validity of the algorithm and our implementation we con rmed that the corresponding scheme for a closed boundary curve gives the correct numerical solution for scattering of point sources located in the interior of the scatterer.
